JUNIOR PARTNER JAMES JEDRZIEWSKI JOINS DOUG RADCLIFFE,
COURT OF THE TABLE QUALIFIER, AT PRESTIGIOUS MILLION DOLLAR ROUND TABLE
JUNE 8-11, 2014 – TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA
Douglas C. Radcliffe, founder of Invest Central in San Antonio,
again qualified as a Court of the Table producer to attend the
Million Dollar Round Table (MDRT) Annual Meeting, which took
place June 8-11 in Toronto.
Attendance at this year’s conference increased to 8,000
worldwide members — just 500 of them Court of the Table
Qualifiers — who gathered at the Metro Toronto Convention
Centre to enhance their professional skills.
James Jedrziewski, named Junior Partner with Invest Central last
year, accompanied Doug Radcliffe to the conference as part of
the MDRT Mentoring Program.

Session speaker Kevin Gaskell with Doug Radcliffe.
Gaskell, now CEO of UK-owned Fairline Boats, Limited,
steered the revival of Porsche GB and BMW.

Highlights of the more than 50 professional development sessions
addressing wealth management, business practices as well as the
whole person, included business succession ideas and new
methodologies for business continuity, vision success, and
strategies for managing stress in a multitasking world.
As an aspiring member, James Jedrziewski participated in in-depth
special sessions that honor first-time attendees.

Doug Radcliffe with session speaker Heidi Hanna,
Ph.D., author of THE SHARP SOLUTION book series.

“It’s always an honor to be included in this globally attended
event and to be able to pass along what we’ve learned to our
clients,” Doug Radcliffe says.

Admittance to the prestigious Million Dollar Round
Table draws from the top six percent of the life
insurance

and

financial

services

industries

worldwide. Members must qualify yearly based on
carefully outlined production criteria. In addition,
Court of the Table qualifiers receive special
recognition for their accomplishments at the
annual meeting.
As a Court of the Table qualifier, Doug Radcliffe tripled the minimum performance required
for basic eligibility.

About the Million Dollar Round Table
Founded in 1927, the Million Dollar Round Table (MDRT), The Premier Association of
Financial Professionals, is an international, independent association of nearly 43,000 of the
world’s leading life insurance and financial services professionals from more than 430
companies in 78 countries. MDRT members demonstrate exceptional professional
knowledge, strict ethical conduct and outstanding client service. MDRT membership is
recognized internationally as the standard of sales excellence in the life insurance and
financial services business.

About Invest Central
Since 1988, Invest Central has delivered comprehensive financial solutions to individuals
and small business owners. Doug Radcliffe and James Jedrziewski provide a broad range of
investment services including asset protection, allocation strategies and business
succession. Radcliffe is a 20-year member of the Million Dollar Round Table.
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